The primary goal of this paper is to develop an analytical framework to systematically design dynamic output feedback controllers that exponentially stabilize multi-domain periodic orbits for hybrid dynamical models of robotic locomotion. We present a class of parameterized dynamic output feedback controllers such that (1) a multi-domain periodic orbit is induced for the closed-loop system, and (2) the orbit is invariant under the change of the controller parameters. The properties of the Poincaré map are investigated to show that the Jacobian linearization of the Poincaré map around the fixed point takes a triangular form. This demonstrates the nonlinear separation principle for hybrid periodic orbits. We then employ an iterative algorithm based on a sequence of optimization problems involving bilinear matrix inequalities to tune the controller parameters. A set of sufficient conditions for the convergence of the algorithm to stabilizing parameters is presented. Full state stability and stability modulo yaw under dynamic output feedback control are addressed. The power of the analytical approach is ultimately demonstrated through designing a nonlinear dynamic output feedback controller for walking of a 3D humanoid robot with 18 state variables and 325 controller parameters. 
Introduction
This paper presents an analytical foundation to synthesize dynamic output feedback controllers that exponentially stabilize periodic orbits for multi-domain hybrid dynamical systems of robotic locomotion. We consider a general family of parameterized dynamic output feedback controllers with full-order observer portions. Based on the Poincaré sections analysis, this paper extends the nonlinear separation principle to the stabilization problem of multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits. We use an approach based on an iterative sequence of optimization problems involving bilinear and linear matrix inequalities (BMIs and LMIs) to tune the state feedback and observer parameters. The convergence of the algorithm to a set of stabilizing parameters at a finite number of iterations is addressed. The framework can ameliorate particular challenges in the design of dynamic output feedback controllers for increasingly sophisticated legged robots with high dimensionality, underactuation, and hybrid nature.
Motivation
Knowing the system state is necessary to solve many nonlinear control theory problems, e.g., feedback linearization. In the case of legged locomotion, dynamic output feedback control is desirable for several reasons. Although legged robots are becoming more mechanically sophisticated with higher degrees of freedom (DOFs), state-of-the-art nonlinear control approaches cannot deal with possible encoder failures. In addition, the lack of velocity sensors is a ubiquitous problem in the design of state feedback controllers for legged machines. Numerical differentiation to extract velocity components of legged robots is well known to be an ill-conditioned problem in the sense that small perturbations on encoder measurements may induce large changes in the derivatives [1] . In particular, the velocity components of legged robots may go under abrupt changes according to the contacts of the feet with the walking surface. Consequently, the position profiles over the infinitesimal periods of rigid impacts is continuous, but not continuously differential. More specifically, the velocity components right before and after the impact are not same. Finally, it is not clinically feasible for human users of prosthetic legs to wear sensors at their intact joints. This underlines the need to systematically develop dynamic output feedback controllers to stabilize gaits for models of autonomous and rehabilitation legged machines with high degrees of freedom, underactuation, and a limited set of available measurements.
Related Work for Legged Locomotion
Hybrid systems exhibit characteristics of both continuous-and discrete-time dynamical systems [2] [3] [4] [5] and have become a very powerful approach to study legged locomotion and mechanical systems subject to impacts [6, 7] . Models of legged robots are hybrid with continuous-time domains representing the Lagrangian dynamics and discrete-time transitions representing the changes in physical constraints (i.e., a nonstance leg contacting the walking surface). Steady-state robotic locomotion corresponds to periodic solutions of these hybrid models. State-of-the-art nonlinear control approaches for robotic walking such as the zero moment point (ZMP) criterion [8, 9] , controlled symmetries [10] , hybrid reduction [11, 12] , transverse linearization [13] , and hybrid zero dynamics (HZD) [14] [15] [16] assume that all state variables are available for feedback in real time. The ZMP criterion supposes full actuation and generates time trajectories to be tracked for quasi-static and flat-footed walking.
Feedback control algorithms that directly deal with the hybrid nature of legged locomotion have come out of controlled symmetries, hybrid reduction, transverse linearization, and HZD. Controlled symmetries and hybrid reduction typically assume full actuation and make use of potential energy and Lagrangian shaping, respectively. However, transverse linearization and HZD-based controllers are the only controllers of the above-mentioned methods that explicitly deal with general cases of underactuation.
HZD-based controllers have been validated numerically and experimentally for (i) 2D and 3D bipedal robots, including RABBIT [17, 18] , MA-BEL [19] [20] [21] , ERNIE [22] , AMBER [23] , ATRIAS [24] [25] [26] [27] , and DURUS [28, 29] prototypes, (ii) powered prosthetic legs [30] [31] [32] [33] , (iii) exoskeletons [34] , (iv) monopedal robots [35, 36] , and (v) quadruped robots [37] . In the HZD approach, a set of output functions, referred to as virtual constraints, is defined for the continuous-time dynamics of the system and asymptotically driven to zero by partial linearizing feedback controllers [38] .
Related Work for Observer Design
State-of-the-art observer design approaches for nonlinear dynamical systems pertain to the estimation of state variables around equilibrium points and not hybrid periodic orbits. The design of an observer for nonlinear dynamical systems is a significant challenge. This challenge has been addressed in the literature of dynamical systems through the development of different techniques including Luenberger-like observers [39] [40] [41] , the use of LMIs [39, 40, 42] and BMIs [43] [44] [45] , and the use of high-gain observers [46] [47] [48] [49] . The separation principle has also been extended to the stabilization problem of equilibrium points for nonlinear systems. In particular, this has been done for Lipschitz nonlinear systems [40] , circle-criterion-based observer design approaches [41] , high-gain observers [46] , feedback linearization-based observer design techniques [50] , variable design methodology [51] , globally Lipschitz systems [52] , global stabilizable and observable systems [53] , uniformly completely observable systems [54] , modified circle-criterion-based observer design techniques [55] , and systems with incremental quadratic inequality [56] . Asymptotic observers that deal with periodic orbits of underactuated bipedal robots have been designed based on two different approaches. The first approach employs sliding mode observers to estimate the absolute orientation of planar bipedal robots when the robot's shape (i.e., internal joint) variables are measurable [57] [58] [59] . The second approach makes use of high gain full-and reduced-order observers to estimate generalized velocity components when position variables are measurable [60] . However, these approaches cannot address the general problem of designing observer-based output feedback controllers for a given set of measurements.
Challenges
The most basic tool to investigate the stability of hybrid periodic orbits is the method of Poincaré sections [4, 16, 26, 61, 62] that describes the evolution of the hybrid system on a hyperplane transversal to the orbit by a discrete-time system, referred to as the Poincaré return map. One drawback of Poincaré sections analysis is the lack of a closed-form expression for the Poincaré map and its Jacobian linearization, which complicates the design of continuous-time controllers for hybrid models of legged robots. To tackle this problem, we have recently presented an iterative algorithm based on BMI optimizations to choose stabilizing state feedback laws from a family of parameterized controllers [25, 33, 63] . This algorithm was numerically and experimentally verified to design centralized [64, 65] as well as decentralized controllers [33] for hybrid models of biped robots. However, there is not any systematic algorithm to design observer-based output feedback controllers for these increasingly sophisticated machines. We would like to present an analytical foundation to extend the BMI algorithm for the design of dynamic output feedback controllers that exponentially stabilize given hybrid periodic orbits.
Goals, Objectives, and Contributions
The primary goal of this paper is to present an analytical foundation to systematically design dynamic output feedback controllers that stabilize underactuated gaits for highdimensional and multi-domain hybrid models of legged locomotion. This goal will be achieved through the following objectives (contributions): 1) The paper presents a class of parameterized, smooth, and nonlinear dynamic output feedback controllers for different domains of robotic locomotion;
2) The exponential stabilization problem under dynamic output feedback control is addressed; 3) The properties of the multi-domain Poincaré map are investigated to extend the nonlinear separation principle for the stabilization problem of hybrid periodic orbits; 4) The state feedback and observer design problems are separately solved through the application of an offline algorithm based on an iterative sequence of BMI optimization problems; 5) Sufficient conditions are presented to guarantee the convergence of the BMI algorithm to a set of stabilizing controller and observer parameters at a finite number of iterations; 6) The power of the analytical framework is demonstrated through designing a set of HZDbased controllers integrated with an observer for dynamic walking of a 3D humanoid model with 18 state variables, 3 degrees of underactuation, 54 state feedback parameters, and 271 observer parameters; 7) The yaw stability under dynamic output feedback control is addressed; and 8) The exponential stability and robustness of the underactuated gait against external disturbances are finally illustrated through numerical simulations. Some parts of the nonlinear separation principle together with the BMI algorithm for singledomain hybrid systems were already presented in a conference paper [66] without dealing with the convergence analysis and proof, yaw stability, and robustness of the closedloop system. The current paper extends the Poincaré sections analysis, dynamic output feedback control design problem, and separation principle to multi-domain hybrid systems. It further presents more mathematical details and adds sufficient conditions to guarantee the convergence of the algorithm. The yaw stability and robustness of the closed-loop system against external disturbances are also investigated. Unlike the sufficient conditions in [33] that require extensive computational techniques based on higher-order derivatives of the Poincaré map, the new conditions only depend on the first-and second-order derivatives of the Poincaré map and thereby can be effectively and numerically verified. Existing approaches that address the separation principle for nonlinear dynamical systems are tailored to the stabilization of equilibrium points, but not multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits. In particular, the extension to periodic orbits is not trivial. The current paper extends the separation principle to these hybrid periodic orbits via the Poincaré sections analysis. The other contribution of the paper is that the proposed framework can systematically synthesize observerbased output feedback controllers for underactuated legged robots. In particular, unlike state-of-the-art computed torque control or augmented PD control actions that work for fullyactuated and flat-footed gaits, the proposed approach can address underactuated and dynamic gaits. Furthermore, by design, the proposed controllers can be effectively synthesized via available software packages, making the algorithms easily transferable to other robots.
Multi-Domain Hybrid Systems
We consider multi-domain hybrid models of legged locomotion as follows:
in which Λ := (V , E) denotes a directed cycle with the vertices set V and the edges set E ⊆ V × V . The vertices stand for the continuous-time dynamics of locomotion, referred to as domains or phases. The evolution of the system during each domain is expressed by ordinary differential equations (ODEs) stemming from the Lagrangian dynamics. The edges represent the discrete-time transitions between two continuous-time domains arising from the change in physical constraints (e.g., a new contact point is added to the exiting set of contact points). The evolution of the mechanical system during discrete-time transitions is assumed to be instantaneous. In this paper, we suppose that µ : V → V describes the index of the next domain function for the studied locomotion pattern. Using this notation, the set of edges can be precisely described as E := {e = (v → µ(v)) | v ∈ V }. The set of state manifolds for (1) is represented by X := {X v } v∈V with X v ⊆ R n for some positive integer n. The set of admissible controls is denoted by U := {U v } v∈V with U v ⊆ R m for some positive integer m < n. D := {D v } v∈V represents the set of domains of admissibility as a family of smooth mani-
In particular, the evolution of the continuoustime domain v ∈ V is expressed by the following equations:
for (x, u) ∈ D v with f v , h v , and columns of the g v matrix being smooth (i.e., C ∞ ) on X v . For later purposes, we remark that y = h v (x) ∈ Y v ⊆ R ζ represents the measurement vector for some positive integer ζ < n. The set of guards for the hybrid system (1) is then given by S := {S e } e∈E on which the discrete transitions e = (v → µ(v)) occur when the state trajectory intersects the guard S v→µ(v) ⊂ X v . Throughout this paper, we shall assume that the guards can be expressed as
, where s v→µ(v) : X v → R is a C ∞ and switching function satisfying the regularity condition ∂s v→µ(v) /∂x(x) = 0 for all x ∈ S v→µ(v) . Furthermore, σ v→µ(v) : X v → R is a C ∞ and real-valued function to specify feasible switching points as σ v→µ(v) (x) < 0. For bipedal locomotion on flat ground, s v→µ(v) can represent the height of the swing leg end with respect to the ground. In particular, events happen when s v→µ(v) (x) = 0. In addition, since the height of the swing leg end is zero at the beginning and end of the step, one can exclude the case for the beginning of the step by having the vertical velocity of the swing leg end being downwards. This can be expressed as σ v→µ(v) (x) < 0. ∆ := {∆ e } e∈E is finally a set of reset laws to describe discrete-time transitions, where ∆ v→µ(v) is a smooth discrete-time system represented by x + = ∆ v→µ(v) (x − ) for v ∈ V . In our notation, x − (t) := lim τ t x(τ) and x + (t) := lim τ t x(τ) denote the left and right limits of the state trajectory x(t), respectively. Section 6.1 will utilize this hybrid systems approach for modeling of an underactuated 3D bipedal walker.
Remark 1.
Models of legged locomotion can be illustrated by directed graphs including directed cycles or acyclic
graphs. Directed cycles demonstrate steady-state and periodic locomotion whereas acyclic graphs illustrate transient and aperiodic locomotion (e.g, starting from point A and going towards point B and stopping there). This paper addresses stability of periodic locomotion via dynamic output feedback controllers and thereby, we model locomotion as directed cycles.
Remark 2.
To simplify the presentation of the main idea, we assume that the state variables and control inputs over different domains of the hybrid system have the same dimension, i.e., dimX v = n and dimU v = m for all v ∈ V . It can be
shown that the results of the paper can be easily extended to hybrid models for which each domain has its own dimensions for the state variables and control inputs, i.e., dimX v = n v and dimU v = m v for some positive integers n v and m v .
Solutions of the hybrid model (1) are constructed by piecing together the flows of the continuous-time domains such that the discrete-time transitions occur when the state trajectories cross the switching manifolds. To make this concept more precise, we parameterize the solutions by the continuous time t as well as the vertex number v and present the following definition. 
Definition 1 (Solutions
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that there is a period-one orbit for the open-loop hybrid system (1) that is transversal to the guard S. We make the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 (Periodic Solution
responding periodic orbit is then defined as
For later purposes, the projection of O onto the state manifold X v is denoted by O v .
Assumption 2 (Transvsersality).
We suppose that O v is transversal to the switching manifold S v→µ(v) for all v ∈ V .
In particular,
is a singleton andṡ v→µ(v) (x v ) = 0 for all v ∈ V . We remark that in our notation, O v denotes the set closure of O v .
The objective of this paper is to systematically design nonlinear and time-invariant dynamic output feedback controllers that exponentially stabilize the desired orbit O for the closed-loop hybrid system. For this purpose, we make use of the concept of the phasing variable. The phasing variable represents the system's (i.e., robot's) progression through the orbit (i.e., walking cycle), replacing the role of time in timeinvariant feedback controllers. The following assumption makes this idea more precise.
Assumption 3 (Phasing Variable).
There exists a realvalued function τ : X × V → R, referred to as the phasing variable, which is (i) C ∞ with respect to x and (ii) strictly increasing function of time along the orbit O v for every v ∈ V .
For later purposes, one can define the desired evolution of the state variables on the orbit O in terms of the phasing variable τ rather than t as x (τ, v).
Remark 3.
We remark that Assumptions 1-3 are not restrictive for models of legged robots. In particular, transversality states that the leg ends touch the ground with nonzero vertical velocity. A typical phasing variable can be taken as the angle of the virtual stance leg, where the virtual stance leg is a virtual line connecting the stance leg end to the stance hip. For normal forward and backward walking, the angle of the virtual leg with respect to the horizontal line in the sagittal plane is strictly monotonic [14] .
Dynamic Output Feedback Controllers
In this section, we present a class of dynamic output feedback controllers to stabilize the desired orbit O for the closed-loop hybrid system. For every continuous-time domain v ∈ V , we consider a general form of parameterized and smooth dynamic output feedback controllers with a fullorder observer portion as follows:
Here, the superscript "c" and the subscript "v" stand for the controller and domain v, respectively. The class of dynamic controllers Σ c v is parameterized by 1) a set of adjustable controller parameters ξ v ∈ Ξ v ⊂ R p c as well as 2) a set of adjustable observer parameters η v ∈ R p o for some positive integers p c and p o , where Ξ v ⊂ R p c denotes the set of admissible controller parameters. The full-order observer dynamics in (5) are taken from [60] , in which the observer is a multidomain hybrid system consisting of copies of the continuousand discrete-time dynamics of the original model (1) as well as measurement injections. The switching conditions for the observer dynamics are demonstrated in terms of the switching instants of the original hybrid system. More specifically, we suppose that the switching events of the multi-domain system (1) are detectable. In practice, this assumption can be achieved by employing the contact sensors attached to the leg ends in the application of legged machines. The estimates of the state vector x and measurement vector y are then denoted byx andŷ := h v (x), respectively. The observer gains are
denotes the smooth state feedback laws parameterized by the controller parameters ξ v .
Assumption 4 (Invariant Periodic Orbit).
The periodic orbit O for the closed-loop hybrid system is invariant under the choice of the controller parameters ξ, i.e.,
Example 1 (I-O Linearizing Controllers).
This example presents a family of state feedback laws that satisfy the invariance condition. For a given periodic orbit O, we consider a set of controlled functions that is supposed to be regulated. Then, we design nonlinear controllers that asymptotically derive the controlled functions to zero. This can be considered as an input-output linearization (I-O) problem. Our previous work [25] shows that the stability of the periodic gaits in the I-O linearization approach depends on the proper selection of the output functions. For this reason, we consider a family of parameterized outputs that are zero on the desired orbit. We will then look for the stabilizing paramerters in the controller synthesis step. More precisely, let us consider the following family of parameterized controlled functions to be regulated
where z v ∈ R m represents the controlled functions with the property dim(z v ) = dim(u) = m. H v (ξ v ) ∈ R m×n that is parameterized by ξ v denotes the controlled matrix to be determined. We remark that on the orbit O, z v is identically zero according to the construction procedure. To design the controller, suppose further that for every ξ v ∈ Ξ v , z v (x, ξ v ) has uniform relative degree r with respect to u on an open neigh-
The partial feedback linearizing controller then takes the form
where the constants k j , 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 are selected such that the polynomial λ r + k r−1 λ r−1 + · · · + k 1 λ + k 0 becomes Hurwitz. In our notation, L g v (·) and L f v (·) denote the Lie derivatives with respect to g v and f v , respectively. We remark that L g v L r−1 f v z v is an m × m square decoupling matrix that is assumed to be invertible on the periodic orbit according to the uniform relative degree r assumption. By employing (7), the output dynamics become
which results in lim t→∞ z v (t) = 0. Reference [25, Example 2] shows that the feedback law (7), confined to O v , is invariant under the choice of ξ v which satisfies Assumption 4.
Stabilization Problem for Multi-Domain Orbits
This section addresses the exponential stabilization problem of the periodic orbit O under dynamic output feedback control. For this goal, we make use of the Poincaré section analysis and extend the nonlinear separation principle to the stabilization of multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits. The state feedback and observer portions will be separately synthesized in Section 5 through the application of the BMI algorithm.
Multi-Domain Closed-Loop Hybrid System
Let us define the estimation error and augmented state vector as e := x −x ∈ R n and x a := col(x, e), respectively.
Remark 4.
We remark that one can define an alternative augmented vector as x a := col(x,x). However, our choice of augmented state variables would explicitly show the separation principle in Theorem 1. In particular, the choice x a := col(x, e) would result in an upper triangular structure for the Jacobian linearization of the Poincaré map.
The evolution of the closed-loop system can then be described by the following multi-domain hybrid system
where X a := {X a,v := X v × R n } v∈V and S a := {S a,e := S e × R n } e∈E denote the set of augmented state manifolds and set of augmented guards, respectively.
} represents the set of augmented continuoustime dynamics, i.e.,
Finally, ∆ a := {∆ a,e := col(∆ e , Ω e )} e∈E denotes the set of augmented discrete-time dynamics, i.e.,
For later purposes, the unique solution of the smooth closed-loop
for all t ≥ 0 in the maximal interval of existence, where the subscripts "x" and "e" represent the x-and ecomponents of the state solution, respectively. The time-to-
S a,v→µ(v) } as the first time at which the state trajectory ϕ a (t, x a (0), ξ v , η v ) intersects the guard S a,v→µ(v) .
Multi-Domain Poincaré Map
In order to exponentially stabilize the multi-domain periodic orbit, we make use of the Poincaré sections analysis that describes the evolution of the closed-loop system on a manifold transversal to the orbit, called the Poincaré section, by a discrete-time system, referred to as the Poincaré return map. For this purpose, the generalized Poincaré map for
, is first defined as the flow of the augmented closedloop domain v ∈ V evaluated on S v→µ(v) , i.e.,
We next define the controller and observer parameters as
where N := |V | represents the cardinal number of V , and
represents the executed sequence of the vertices for the de-
We remark that according to the periodicity of the desired gait, µ N (v 1 ) = v 1 . The augmented Poincaré return map is finally taken as the composition of the generalized maps P a,v along the switching path ρ, i.e.,
By taking the Poincaré section as S a,v 1 , the evolution of the system can be described by the following system:
where k represents the step number. For later purposes, we decompose P a into the x-and e-components as follows:
The following lemma investigates the properties of the augmented closed-loop hybrid system.
Lemma 1 (Properties of the Poincaré Map).
Assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Then, the augmented orbit
is an invariant periodic orbit for the closed-loop system (9), for all (ξ, η), that is transversal to the guards S a . In particular, by defining the singletons
the generalized maps P a,v , v ∈ V satisfy the following invariance condition:
We remark that in our notation, the superscript " " denotes the variables corresponding to the periodic orbit.
Proof. The proof is immediate according to the construction procedure.
One immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is the existence of invariant fixed point x a,v 1 for P a (·, ξ, η), i.e.,
Linearization of the discrete-time system (13) 
where
Problem 1 (Exponential Stability
). The problem of exponential stabilization of the periodic orbit O a consists of finding the controller and observer parameters (ξ, η) such that the Jacobian matrix ∂P a ∂x a x a,v 1 , ξ, η becomes Hurwitz. For later purposes, we define the compact notation for the Jacobian matrix as A(ξ, η) := ∂P a ∂x a (x a,v 1 , ξ, η).
Multi-Domain Nonlinear Separation Principle
This section addresses the separation principle for exponential stabilization of multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits.
The objective is to demonstrate that the problem of designing a dynamic output feedback controller for hybrid periodic orbits can be solved by designing an optimal observer for the state variables, which feeds into an optimal nonlinear controller for the hybrid system. This reduces the dynamic output feedback control synthesis problem for the augmented system into two separate parts including controller and observer syntheses.
Theorem 1 (Nonlinear Separation).
Given the multidomain hybrid system model (1) satisfying Assumptions 1-4, the following statements are correct.
1. The Jacobian matrix A(ξ, η) has an upper triangular structure as follows:
in which A 11 :=
∂e (x v 1 , 0, ξ, η), and A 22 := ∂P e ∂e (x v 1 , 0, ξ, η). Here, P x (·) and P e (·) denote the state and error decomposition of the Poincaré return map as defined in (14). 2. The submatrices A 11 (ξ) and A 22 (η) are only functions of the controller and observer parameters, respectively.
We further assume that the augmented switching manifolds S a,v→µ(v) can be expressed as S a,v→µ(v) := {x a ∈ X a | s a,v→µ(v) (x a ) = 0, σ a,v→µ(v) (x a ) < 0}, where
From (12) and the chain rule, the Jacobian linearization of the augmented Poincaré map P a at x a,v 1 can be given by
We remark that according to [62, 
in which Π a,v represents the saltation matrix for the augmented closed-loop system defined by
and ψ := ∂s a ,v→µ(v) ∂x a x a,v is the normal vector to the guard at the singleton. In our notation, D a,v denotes the Jacobian linearization of the augmented reset law ∆ a,µ −1 (v)→v at x a,µ −1 (v) , that is,
Furthermore, T v denotes the time elapsed for the nominal
which satisfies the following linear time-varying matrix differential equation, referred to as the variational equation (VE),
In (22), J a,v (t, ξ v , η v ) is the Jacobian linearization of the aug-
, and consequently, one can conclude that the Jacobian matrix J a,v (t, ξ v , η v ) has an upper triangular structure as follows:
in which
are solely functions of the controller parameters ξ v . In addition, we claim that J 22,v only depends on the observer parameters η v . To make this clear, we remark that
where we have made use of the invariance condition in the sixth line of (24) as Γ v, j (x (t, v), ξ v ) = u j (t, v) for all ξ v ∈ Ξ v and u (t, v) is the nominal control input defined in Assumption 1. According to the triangular form of the Jacobian matrix J a,v (t, ξ v , η v ) in (23) and the structure of the VE in (22) , one can conclude that the augmented trajectory sensitivity matrix can be decomposed as follows:
In particular, d dt
and hence, the submatrices Φ 11,v ∈ R n×n , Φ 12,v ∈ R n×n , and Φ 22,v ∈ R n×n satisfy the following matrix differential equa-
with the initial conditions Φ 11 (0, ξ v ) = I, Φ 22 (0, η v ) = I, and Φ 12 (0, ξ v , η v ) = 0. From the construction procedure, we can show that the saltation matrix Π a,v and the reset map Jacobian D a,v take block diagonal forms as follows:
Furthermore from the invariance condition in Assumption 4, Π 11,v and D 11,v are independent of the choice of the controller and observer parameters (ξ v , η v ). Substituting (30) and (25) 
into (19) then results in
for which
Equation (31) together with (i) the chain rule in (18) and (ii) the fact that the product of upper triangular matrices is an upper triangular matrix completes the proof.
Remark 5.
Although the proof of the separation principle for multi-domain periodic orbits is established based on the Poincaré map Jacobian linearization, it addresses the stabilization of these orbits for nonlinear hybrid dynamical systems. In particular, the dynamic output feedback control synthesis for the nonlinear hybrid systems can be reduced into the synthesis problems of the nonlinear state feedback laws and observers.
Remark 6. Theorem 1 illustrates the nonlinear separation principle for multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits. In particular, eig(A(ξ, η)) = eig(A 11 (ξ)) ∪ eig(A 22 (η)). Therefore, O a is exponentially stable for the augmented hybrid system, if and only if, |eig(A 11 (ξ))| < 1 and |eig(A 22 (η))| < 1.
BMI Algorithm for the Stabilization Problem
The objective of this section is to solve the state feedback and observer design problems through the application of an iterative algorithm based on a sequence of optimization problems involving BMIs. We also address the finite-time convergence of the algorithm to a set of stabilizing solutions.
Iterative BMI Algorithm
In order to solve for the controller and observer parameters satisfying Problem 1, we separately employ an iterative algorithm based on BMI optimizations for the state feedback and observer design problems. The BMI algorithm was developed in [25, 33] to systematically design centralized as well as decentralized nonlinear control algorithms for bipedal locomotion. Here, we employ the algorithm to design nonlinear dynamic output feedback controllers for multi-domain hybrid models of legged locomotion. The algorithm generates a sequence of controller and observer parameters, shown by {ξ } and {η }, that would eventually solve Problem 1. In our notation, ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } represents the iteration number. In what follows, we briefly present the steps of the iterative algorithm adapted for the observer and state feedback synthesis. Section 5.2 will present sufficient conditions for the convergence of the algorithm to a stabilizing set of parameters at a finite number of iterations.
Step 1 (Sensitivity Analysis): During iteration of the algorithm, the Jacobian matrix A 22 (η +∆η) (resp., A 11 (ξ +∆ξ)) is replaced by its first-order approximation, based on the Taylor series expansion, which is affine in ∆η (resp., ∆ξ). Here, ∆η (resp., ∆ξ) is a sufficiently small increment in the observer (resp., controller) parameters and the approximate Jacobian matrix is shown byÂ 22 (η , ∆η) (resp.,Â 11 (ξ , ∆ξ)). In particular,
where "⊗" represents the Kronecker product.Ā 11 andĀ 22 are called sensitivity matrices that can be computed effectively using the numerical approach of [25, Theorem 2].
Step 2 (BMI Optimization): In this step, we look for the increment ∆η (resp. ∆ξ) such that the approximate Jacobian matrixÂ 22 (η , ∆η) (resp.Â 11 (ξ , ∆ξ)) becomes Hurwitz. For this purpose, we set up a BMI condition in terms of ∆η (resp. ∆ξ) which can be solved with available software packages such as PENBMI [67] . In particular, we solve the following BMI problem for the observer synthesis:
Inequality (38) 
, in which 0 < γ 2 < 1 is a scalar to tune the convergence rate. Here, " " denotes the transpose of the block (1,2) . From the Schur complement lemma and LMI (39), δ is an upper bound on the 2-norm of ∆η, i.e., δ > ∆η 2 2 . In addition, w > 0 is a weighting factor as a trade-off between improving the convergence rate (i.e., minimizing (1 − γ 2 )) and minimizing ∆η 2 2 to have a good firstorder approximation. The motivation for the optimization problem (37)- (40) is to look for the increment in the observer parameters ∆η such that the approximated Jacobian matrix A 22 (η , ∆η) has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle to ensure exponential stability. In addition, it tries to minimize the 2-norm of the increment ∆η such thatÂ 22 (η , ∆η) becomes a good approximation for the real Jacobian matrix. We remark that by minimizing (1 − γ 2 ), the eigenvalues of the approximate Jacobian matrix get closer to the origin. In addition, by minimizing δ, the 2-norm of ∆η becomes smaller. For higher values of the weighting factor w in the cost function (37), we are interested more in convergence while for lower values of w, we would like to get smaller increments ∆η. An analogous BMI optimization problem can be solved for the state feedback synthesis as follows:
Step 3 (Iteration): Let us assume that (∆η ,W 2 , γ 2 , δ ) (resp., (∆ξ ,W 1 , γ 1 , δ )) represents a local optimal solution (not necessarily the global solution) for the BMI optimization problem (37)- (40) (resp., (41)- (44)). The local minimum solution is then used to update the observer (resp., controller) parameters as η +1 = η + ∆η (resp., ξ +1 = ξ + ∆ξ )) for the next iteration. If the conditions of Remark 6 are satisfied at η = η +1 (resp., ξ = ξ +1 ), the algorithm is successful and stops. Otherwise, it continues by coming back to
Step 1 (sensitivity analysis around η +1 (resp., ξ +1 )). If the BMI optimization problem in Step 2 is not feasible, the algorithm is not successful and stops.
Finite-Time Convergence of the BMI Algorithm
Our previous work in [33] presented sufficient conditions to guarantee the convergence of the iterative BMI algorithm to a stabilizing feedback solution. These conditions were derived based on higher-order derivatives of the Poincaré map that require extensive computational burden. In this section, we present alternative sufficient conditions for the convergence of the algorithm that can be effectively verified without using higher-order derivatives. We assume a convex-hull of the approximate Jacobian matrices during the previous iterations and if the current real Jacobian matrix takes values in this convex-hull, the algorithm successfully converges.
Theorem 2 (Convergence of the Algorithm).
Assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Suppose further that the BMI optimization problem (37)- (40) for the observer synthesis (resp., (41)- (44) for the state feedback synthesis) is feasible during M iterations for some positive integer M. Let {η } M =0 (resp., {ξ } M =0 ) denote the generated sequence of observer (resp., controller) parameters from the initial guess η 0 (resp., ξ 0 ), i.e., η = η 0 + ∑ −1 j=0 ∆η j , (resp., ξ = ξ 0 + ∑ −1 j=0 ∆ξ j ) for 1 ≤ ≤ M. Define the compact notationÂ 22 :=Â 22 (η , ∆η ) (resp.,Â 11 :=Â 11 (ξ , ∆ξ )) for 0 ≤ ≤ M − 1 and consider the following convex-hull of approximated Jacobian matrices:
forms a set of stabilizing observer (resp., controller) parameters.
Proof. We present the proof for the finite-time convergence of the BMI algorithm to synthesize the observer. An analogous reasoning can be presented for the state feedback synthesis. From the feasibility of the BMI optimization problem (37)- (40) 
In particular, the observer parameters during the iteration M, that is η M , can stabilize the real Jacobian matrix A 22 (η M ) in the sense that |eig(A 22 (η M ))| < 1. More specifically, the iterative algorithm converges to stabilizing observer parameters which completes the proof.
Remark 7.
We remark that the conditions of Theorem 2 are not restrictive. In particular, BMIs are nonconvex and NPhard problems [69] , and hence convergence to global solutions is a real challenge. Theorem 2 only requires a feasible solution of the BMI optimization for each iteration to satisfy the BMI and LMI conditions. In fact, it does not need any global solution. More specifically, if during any iteration the real Jacobian matrix belongs to the convex hull of the approximate Jacobian matrices from the previous iterations, the algorithm successfully stops.
Application to 3D Bipedal Walking
The objective of this section is to numerically validate the proposed analytical framework through designing a nonlinear dynamic output feedback controller for underactuated walking of a 3D bipedal robot.
Underactuated 3D Robot
We consider an underactuated bipedal robot consisting of a rigid tree structure with a torso and two identical legs terminating at point feet. Each leg of the robot includes 3 DOFs: a 2 DOF ball hip joint with roll and pitch angles plus a 1 DOF knee joint (see Fig. 1 ). During the single support phase, the mechanical system has 9 DOFs with 6 actuators. To specify a minimal set of configuration variables, we rigidly attach a frame to the torso link with the z-axis being upward and the y-axis being in the direction of walking. The orientation of this frame with respect to an inertial world frame is described by the rotation matrix R := R z (q z ) R y (q y ) R x (q x ), in which R z , R y , and R x denote the basic rotations about the z-, y-, and x-axis, respectively. Furthermore, q z , q y , and q x represent the yaw, roll, and pitch angles of the torso frame. The configuration vector of the robot is then defined by
where q RK and q LK denote the right and left knee angles, q RHS and q LHS represent the right and left hip angles in the sagittal plane, and q RHF and q LHF denote the right and left hip angles in the frontal plane. The configuration space Q is also assumed to be an open and connected subset of the torus T 9 := S 1 × · · · × S 1 ⊂ R 9 , where S 1 := [−π, π) represents the unit circle. The state vector and state manifold are taken as x := col(q,q) and X := TQ , respectively. The control input vector u finally consists of the corresponding torques applied at the internal joints, i.e.,
The hybrid model of walking includes two continuoustime domains to represent the right and left stance phases 
u, whereas the discrete-time transitions x + = ∆ R→L (x − ) and x + = ∆ L→R (x − ) assume rigid and instantaneous contact models [7] . The right-to-left and left-toright guards are also represented by the manifolds S R→L and S L→R , respectively, on which the swing leg end contacts the walking surface. The domain of admissibility D ⊂ X × U is chosen as the set of all points (x, u) for which the legs are above the walking surface (i.e., unilateral constraints) and ground reaction forces are feasible (i.e., they belong to the friction cone). The kinematic and dynamic parameter values for the links are taken according to those reported in [70] from a human cadaver study. Using the motion planning algorithm of [24] , a periodic gait O is then designed for walking at 0.6 (m/s) with the cost of mechanical transport CMT = 0.07.
Virtual Constraint Controllers
Virtual constraints are defined as kinematic constraints for the continuous-time domains of hybrid models of walking to coordinate the links of robots within a stride [17,18,21, 22, 24, 30-32, 34, 35, 71-73] . In this paper, we consider a parameterized family of virtual constraints for the continuoustime domain v ∈ V as follows:
where dim(z v ) = dim(u) = 6, H v (ξ v ) ∈ R 6×9 denotes the controlled matrix to be determined and parameterized by the controller parameters ξ v , and q (τ, v) represents the desired evolution of the configuration variables on the orbit O v in terms of the gait phasing variable τ. The phasing variable τ is taken as the angle of the virtual leg with respect to the horizontal line, where the virtual leg is defined as the virtual line v) denote a set of holonomic quantities, referred to as the controlled variables, and the desired evolution of the controlled variables on the gait, respectively. The state feedback is then chosen as the partial feedback linearizing controller of Example 1 for which uniform relative degree r is assumed to be 2. We assume that ξ v is formed by the columns of the controlled matrix H v , that is,
where "vec" denotes the matrix vectorization operator. For bipedal robots with more than one degree of underactuation, it has been shown that the stability of walking gaits depends on the choice of the virtual constraints (i.e., controlled variables) [25, 74] . To exponentially stabilize the gait, we employ the iterative BMI algorithm to look for stabilizing controller parameters ξ := col(ξ R , ξ L ). Since the orbit is assumed to be symmetric, one can apply the symmetric relation between ξ R and ξ L to reduce the number of decision variables to be determined (see [25, Theorem 4] ). This procedure is followed in this paper.
PENBMI Solver for Controller Synthesis
This section addressees the synthesis and tuning of controller parameters. Here the relative degree is r = 2 and the constant gains k j for j = 0, 1 are chosen such that the settling time for the output dynamics (8) becomes 20 (ms). We then look for the output matrices H v (ξ v ) via the iterative BMI algorithm. To solve the BMI optimization problem at each iteration of the algorithm, we make use of the PENBMI solver from TOMLAB [75] integrated with the MATLAB environment through YALMIP [76] . BMIs are nonconvex and NPhard problems [69] . However, PENBMI is a general-purpose solver for BMIs, which guarantees the convergence to a local optimal point satisfying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. The BMI algorithm for the state feedback synthesis starts with an initial set of controller parameters ξ 0 for which H(ξ 0 )q represents the actuated shape variables. For this set of controller parameters, the dominant eigenvalues and spectral radius of the 17 × 17 Jacobian matrix A 11 become {−4.0307, −1.000, 0.7915, −0.262} and 4.0307, respectively, and hence, the gait is unstable. After four iterations, the algorithm successfully converges to a stabilizing set of controller parameters for which the dominant eigenvalues and spectral radius of A 11 become {0.1624 ± 0.7446i, 0.5309, −0.4176} and 0.7621, respectively.
Observer Synthesis
In this subsection, a future application in prosthetic/exoskeleton control is studied. In particular, we would like to investigate if one can asymptotically estimate all state variables for mechanical models of human locomotion (see Fig. 1 ) while there is a set of wearable inertial measurement units (IMUs) that measure absolute position variables. More specifically, we suppose that there are five IMUs connected to the torso, right and left femurs, and right and left tibias of the system depicted in Fig. 1 . The measurements then include the five roll, pitch, and yaw signals, i.e., y = h v (x) ∈ R 15 , v ∈ V . Let us express the position measurements from the network of IMUs byq := h v (x) ∈ R 15 . We can show that the minimal set of configuration variables is related toq as follows:
where F : T 15 → T 9 is a nonlinear function arising from inverse kinematics. We remark that in general there is not a closed-form expression for F which complicates the use of optimal state feedback laws in terms of (q,q). To overcome this difficulty, we instead design a full-order observer to estimate (q,q) usingq measurements. Unlike the high-gain observer of [60] , the proposed optimized observer can asymptotically solve for (48) , and accordingly, there is no need to design an alternative state feedback in terms of the nonminimal coordinates (q,q) for the stabilization of walking gaits.
Remark 8.
We remark that IMUs can provide both absolute orientations and angular velocities. Let us denote the absolute position and angular velocities generated by IMUs byq andω, respectively. These variables can be related to the original state variables through the following nonlinear equations
where J ω (q) is an associated Jacobian matrix. Our problem consists of estimating the state variables x = col(q,q) based on IMU measurements as the state feedback controllers are expressed in terms of the state variables. Since in general, there is not any closed-from expression for F(·) from the inverse kinematics, one cannot easily solve for q andq for high degree of freedom 3D models of legged robots. However, the proposed observer can asymptotically estimate q andq without any need for inverse kinematics and only by measurinḡ q. In the current paper, we do not use the angular velocity signalsω for the observer synthesis to illustrate the power of the proposed approach. But one can easily utilize these additional inputs for the observer synthesis.
The observer gains are assumed to take the following form:
in which 0 < ε < 1 is a sufficiently small number. The columns of L 0,v together with ε form the observer parameters, that is, η v := col(vec(L 0,v ), ε) ∈ R 271 . We remark that the inclusion of ε in decision variables would let the BMI algorithm search for high-gain observers if required. Here, we follow an approach similar to the symmetry analysis in [25, Theorem 4] to reduce the number of parameters to be determined. We start the BMI algorithm with an initial set of observer parameters for which the 18 × 18 Jacobian matrix A 22 has the dominant eigenvalues and spectral radius of {26.8856, 0.1129, −0.0095, 0.0079} and 26.8856, respectively. The algorithm successfully converges to a set of stabilizing observer parameters after 19 iterations, for which the spectral radius of A 22 becomes 0.0053. The estimation error in the velocity components versus time and phase portraits for the BMI-optimized closed-loop system are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here, the simulation starts off of the orbit at the beginning of the right stance phase with an estimation error of 90% in the velocity components. Asymptotic convergence to the periodic orbit even in the yaw component (i.e., full-state stability) is clear. The stabilizing controller and observer parameters computed based on the BMI algorithm together with the animation of this simulation can be found at [77] . To confirm the robustness of the walking gait against external disturbance forces, Fig. 3 represents the phase portraits and velocity estimation error for the closedloop system. Here the simulation starts at the initial condition of Fig. 2 . During the fifth step, an external horizontal force with a magnitude of 70 (N) is applied to the robot's center of mass in the frontal plane for 20% of the step.
Exponential Stability Modulo Yaw
For bipedal robots with yaw motion, there are two kinds of stability during walking on a flat surface: full-state stability and stability modulo yaw. Full-state stability refers to stability in X as shown in Fig. 2 . If the closed-loop hybrid system is equivariant under rotations about the z-axis of the world frame, then the Jacobian of the Poincaré map always has an eigenvalue at 1.0, and hence the closed-loop system cannot have an exponentially stable periodic orbit. Stability modulo yaw refers to stability in X \ S 1 which is simpler than full-state stability. In particular, one may be interested in stabilizing the locomotion pattern but not the direction of locomotion. More specifically, stability modulo yaw relaxes the stability in the yaw component. This section aims to show how the proposed approach can be reduced to stability modulo yaw. References [78] [79] [80] have studied stability modulo yaw for hybrid models of walking with state feedback controllers. The objective of this section is to extend stability modulo yaw to hybrid models with dynamic output feedback controllers. In particular, we present the following result.
Proposition 1 (Stability Modulo Yaw).
Consider the multi-domain hybrid model of 3D robotic locomotion with the dynamic output feedback control (5) . Assume that the configuration vector q is expressed as q := col(q z , q y , q x , q b ), where q z , q y , and q x represent the yaw, roll, and pitch angles of the robot with respect to the world frame, respectively. In addition, let q b denote a set of body configuration variables describing the shape of the robot. Suppose further that the periodic orbit O corresponds to a walking gait on a flat surface. Then, the following statements are correct. Proof. We prove Part (1) which is about the observer portion. Part (2) has been addressed in [10, 78] for state feedback controllers. From the equivariance property of [78] , the vector field f v and the columns of the g v matrix do not depend on the yaw position, that is, includes the yaw angles from the IMUs, whereas for the bottom plots the yaw angle portions of h v (x) are assumed to be unavailable. We observer full-state stability and stability modulo yaw.
(24) becomes zero. From this latter fact and the VE (28), one can conclude that the first column of the state trajectory matrix (34) completes the proof.
Remark 9 (BMIs for Stability Modulo Yaw).
If the assumptions of Proposition 1 are satisfied, one can apply the BMI algorithm to reduced-order matricesǍ 22 (η) anď A 11 (ξ)) to guarantee exponential stability modulo yaw , whereǍ 22 (η) andǍ 11 (ξ) represent the submatrices obtained by removing the first row and column of A 22 (η) and A 11 (η), respectively.
To confirm the analytical result of Proposition 1, we assume that the yaw angle measurements from the network of IMUs are not available for the BMI-optimized dynamic output feedback controller. In particular, one can assume that there is a considerable amount of drift in the yaw angle measurements. In this case, from Part (1) of Proposition 1, we can still have stability modulo yaw. However, we are not able to asymptotically estimate q z (i.e., the torso yaw angle). Figures 4 and 5 compare the phase portraits and estimation errors for full-state stability and stability modulo yaw. Here, the simulation starts off of the desired gait O. We observe that the steady-state motion in the phase plane q z −q z for stability modulo yaw is the shifted version of that for full-state stability. Specifically, the robot walks along a new straight line rather than the y-axis of the world frame. Furthermore, lim t→∞ e 1 (t) becomes a nonzero and constant value, where e 1 represents the estimation error in q z . Figure 6 finally depicts the simulation snapshots of the walking of the underactuated robot using the optimized dynamic output feedback controller for full-state stability and stability modulo yaw. angle portions of h v (x) are assumed to be unavailable. We observer that the steady-state estimation error in the torso yaw angle is a nonzero constant, i.e., 0 = lim t→∞ e 1 (t) < ∞. 
Discussion
State-of-the-art nonlinear control design methods for legged robots mainly assume that all state variables are available for feedback in real time. Unfortunately, the entire state is usually too expensive to measure for legged robots with high degrees of freedom or impossible to measure for prostheses as the human users cannot be wired with a profusion of sensors. In addition, existing observer design approaches for nonlinear dynamical systems, including hybrid systems, pertain to the estimation of state variables around equilibrium points and not periodic orbits that correspond to dynamic gaits. This paper presents a systematic framework to synthesize stabilizing nonlinear controllers for dynamic gaits of underactuated legged robots with a limited set of measurements. In particular, the extension of the separation principle to the stabilization of multi-domain hybrid period orbits in Theorem 1 together with the proposed BMI optimizationbased synthesis approach provides us a powerful computational technique to design dynamic output feedback controllers for sophisticated models of legged machines. The convergence of the algorithm has also been addressed in Theorem 2. The numerical results of the paper also illustrate the asymptotic stability of dynamic gaits for walking of an underactuated and 3D human model with 18 state variables for which the controller and observer synthesis problems can be effectively done with available software packages. The designed controllers can address external disturbances as well as asymptotic state estimation. Our previous work has experimentally shown that BMI-optimized nonlinear state feedback controllers can yield stable and dynamic walking of the bipedal robot ATRIAS on point feet [25, 64] (see online [65] ). We will transfer the BMI-optimized dynamic output feedback controllers into experiments in future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an analytical foundation to synthesize dynamic output feedback controllers for multidomain hybrid systems arising from robotic locomotion. A class of parameterized observer-based output feedback controllers was introduced for different domains of the hybrid models. The exponential stabilization problem of hybrid periodic orbits was addressed through the application of the Poincaré sections analysis. In particular, the paper extended the separation principle to the stabilization of multi-domain hybrid periodic orbits. An iterative BMI optimization algorithm was then employed to separately search for stabilizing observer and controller parameters at a finite number of iterations. Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the BMI algorithm to a set of stabilizing parameters were also presented. Furthermore, the paper addressed the fullstate stability and stability modulo yaw under dynamic output feedback controllers. To investigate the power of this analytical framework, a dynamic output feedback controller was designed for an underactuated 3D humanoid model with 18 state variables and 325 controller parameters to be determined. The numerical simulations showed the effectiveness of the approach and the robustness of the closed-loop system against external disturbances.
For future research, we will investigate the scalability and capability of the algorithm in stabilizing periodic orbits for higher-dimensional hybrid models of legged machines. To increase the robustness of dynamic walking gaits on rough terrains, we will also consider designing H 2 -and H ∞ -optimal dynamic output feedback controllers [81, 82] .
An alternative future direction will be optimizing the number of measurements required to have stable walking of autonomous robots and amputee locomotion. Finally, as a practical application of this framework, we will use it to implement controllers for powered prosthetic legs used by lowerlimb amputees.
